




The acronym ABS stands for Automated Beam Steering and Shaping. It was invented a few years
ago when the new control system of the CERN PS had become operational and its programs had to be
redesigned for the PS complex itself and for the LHC beam whose emittance has to be preserved within
tight tolerances. The work done by Simon van der Meer at the full automation of the CERN anti proton
source, served as a model for how this could be automatised. During the preliminary studies it was
realized that the algorithm of closed orbit correction based on an iterative least squares method could be
generalized to any correction of a first order perturbation such as steering and chromatic and geometric
aberrations. The method has then evolved in what is now the ABS architecture made of data base,
application programs, matrix builders for each type of correction and correction algorithm (MICADO
[1]). During the ABS workshop at CERN in December 1998 ABS was given a wider meaning including
all forms of algorithms, software packages and system which are used as intelligent tools by operators
in the control rooms of our accelerators for correction of trajectories, orbits, working points etc. A quick
enquiry around the word laboratories before the workshop, did not yield another term that would be more
commonly used.
Within the context of ABS at the PS divison ABS could be considered as mainly a minimization
problem involving ill conditioned matrices. The main work being to establish accurate optics files, make
and verify correction matrices and to create easy to use software for the operation crew. This work is
obvioulsy of great importance as the ultimate aim of all ABS excersises is better beams for the users.
The main machine physics aspects lies within the development of matrices for new types of corrections,
a none trivial problem for which still work remains to be done.
In a bigger perspective ABS is much more than a matter of matrix inversion. The aim with the
ABS workshop, and the resulting proceedings, was and is to give an overview of ABS at different accel-
erator laboratories and to explore the possible future directions of the subject. Furthermore, while ABS
presentations are common at most major accelerator physics conferences and workshops there has so far
not been a dedicated meeting point for those working with this subject. With the ABS workshop we hope
that we have created such a meeting point, which should serve as an forum for exchange of ideas and an
initiator of common projects.
The attendance of the workshop was well beyond our expectations and we felt that the time we
set aside for this event was well invested. The decision to publish proceedings was taken very late
resulting in that some of the participants only could contribute with an abstract. However, we feel that it
is worthwhile to go ahead and publish this first collected set of papers on the subject of ABS. We hope
that this group will continue to meet as we belive that ABS procedures are essentiel for the effecient
operation of the future large and small accelerators.
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